BOB’s Bag Of Witchcraft
Powerful Spell Scrolls
Dear Friend,
These spells are very powerful, yet very simple… You’ll just have to follow
those few steps described bellow and wait for the magick to happen. I
encourage you to print these pages… this way you can add them to your
Book of Shadows.
Here they are:
Love Spell #37 (from OldWitchcraft™ Secrets):
This is when you have a lover but he or she is not as attentive as you
would wish. You know they love you, but they don’t show it...
Here’s what you should do:
Sit before a dying fire and gaze into it, clearing your mind of all but
thoughts of your lover. Have a small basket of laurel leaves between your
knees. Keeping your gaze fixed on the fire, dip your left hand into the
basket, take out a handful of leaves, and toss them onto the fire. As they
burst into flames, chant out loud the following:
"Laurel leaves that burn in the fire,
Draw unto me my heart's desire."
Wait until the flames have died down, then repeat the action. Do it a third
time. Within 24 hours your lover will come to visit you.
Love Spell #38 - To Keep A Love (from OldWitchcraft™ Secrets):
This is an old Gypsy spell stressing, like many other Gypsy spells, the hair
is very important. If you intend to cast it, you must do so in the wane of
the moon, in the last quarter, and in secret. The intertwined hair used in
this spell must never be unraveled lest the spell be broken!
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You will need: 3 lengths of red cotton 6 inches in length, 3 or 4 strands of
your lovers' hair, an equal amount of your own hair
By the light of the waning moon place all hairs together so that they are
intermingled, and tie with three lovers' knots (full bows) using the red
cotton. Place the hair in a secret place and do not allow anyone to untie
the cotton or lose the hair or the spell will be broken!
If you want to boost your love life… you’ll just have to pick one spell and
cast it. You’ll be amazed by the results.
Until next time…
Blessed be,
Bob
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